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targeted models to resolve critical issues and risks 

part 1: presentation to class, 2 minutes/concept

part 2: model use in lab, 5 minutes/concept

part 3: demonstration recording, 2 minutes/concept 3
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opportunity/definition/product vision 

major subsystems/technical elements  

clear use life-cycle, user interaction
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key risks! What, why, and learning 
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idescription: portable electric device for lifting automobiles



iivalue proposition:
RISE is a portable automobile lift  

that allows amateur enthusiasts to work on cars,  

on weekends at home, as comfortably as using a commercial lift 

what is your product?  
who is your user?  
why would someone want this?  
where and when used?  
how does the user benefit?  



iiiuser persona: backyard mechanics user empathy and interviews



user empathy and interviews
5:00 PM today in 3-333 
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what, not how

user data

“put protective shields 
around battery contacts”
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what, not how

user data need (correct) need (incorrect)

“put protective shields 
around battery contacts”

protect batteries from 
accidental shorting

cover battery contacts 
with sliding door



don’t add or lose information

user data

“I drop the things all the 
time”
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time”

product operates 
normally after repreated 
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don’t add or lose information

user data need (correct) need (incorrect)

“I drop the things all the 
time”

product operates 
normally after repreated 

dropping
product is rugged
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use positive statements

user data need (correct) need (incorrect)

“I don’t care if it’s wet, it 
still needs to work”

operates normally in wet 
conditons

is not disabled by rain
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specifications
user need(s) product attribute(s) engineering specification(s)

can be easily transported

is easily stored in the home 
garage

can handle most repair 
situations

can be used on many uneven 
surfaces
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user need(s) product attribute(s) engineering specification(s)

can be easily transported weight

is easily stored in the home 
garage

size

can handle most repair 
situations

capacity

can be used on many uneven 
surfaces

stability
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user need(s) product attribute(s) engineering specification(s)

can be easily transported weight less than 40 pounds

is easily stored in the home 
garage

size less than a 24” cube

can handle most repair 
situations

capacity up to 3000 pounds 

can be used on many uneven 
surfaces

stability stabile at 16” height with 400 lb side load

specifications



engineering specs
definition: a measurable description of what the product must do 

user need: easy to setup
interpretation: time to assemble under 60 seconds

design attribute: assembly

metric: time to assemble
unit: seconds

value: less than 60
owner: Ello
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 un-definition: a measurable description of what the product is 

user need: easy to find

design attribute: visibility

metric: color
unit: rgb

value: 255, 255, 0
owner: Ello
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engineering specs

user need: easy to find

design attribute: visibility

metric: color
unit: rgb

value: 255, 255, 0
owner: Ello

metric: time to spot
unit: seconds

value: less the 5
owner: Ello

 un-definition: a measurable description of what the product is 



attribute metric unit value

damage detection visible detection binary yes/no

solidifies in heat thermo-sets binary yes/no

household usability curing temperature Celsius between 50 and 100

producability manufacturing time days between 1 and 2

food safe FDA approved mat’ls. binary yes/no

Atkins-diet friendly carbohydrate content grams/product less than 1

quiz! what product matches the spec?

engineering specs
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exercise by section!
open your “product” kit 
imagine that this product has been designed 
what were the needs that guided the designers? 
what product attributes were mapped to these needs? 
what were the design specifications that were followed to design the product?

two worksheets per section
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7 minutes 
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as a section, decide what your needs and specifications should be
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everyone, go to the website
enter your best guess for the 8 specs you are assigned, rate the specs

7 minutes 
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enter your best guess for the 8 specs you are assigned, rate the specs



exercise
one section member, go to the website
as a section, decide what your needs and specifications should be




